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Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check
Overview
Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check is a tool that identifies business process assets that could cause issues

when you upgrade from Lombardi Teamworks version 6.1.0, 6.2.0, 6.2.1, or 6.2.2 to IBM® WebSphere®

Lombardi Edition version 7.2.0. Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check is included in WebSphere Lombardi

Edition version 7.2.0. and is also available by downloading APAR IC72903 from the IBM Support Web site.

The Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check Guide provides a high-level overview of the Analysis and Planning

phases of a typical upgrade project, explains how to use the Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check tool, and

discusses possible remedies for identified issues.

Throughout this guide, Teamworks 6.x is referred to as Teamworks and WebSphere Lombardi Edition 7.2.0

is referred to as WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

Who should read this guide
The following types of users should read this guide:

• Teamworks/WebSphere Lombardi Edition administrator: Responsible for running Lombardi Upgrade

Readiness Check to generate reports of potential upgrade issues.

• Project manager: Responsible for planning and managing efforts to address the issues identified.

• Business programmer: Responsible for understanding and estimating mitigation efforts.

• Process tester: Responsible for understanding and estimating any testing activities related to addressing

issues.

Upgrade phases
A Teamworks upgrade project consists of the following major phases:

1. Analysis (days/weeks): Run Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check to identify potential issues with your

Teamworks process assets relative to WebSphere Lombardi Edition. Fix and test the issues that can

be addressed in Teamworks. Repeat these steps until you find no more issues or until all remaining

issues are to be resolved in the Development Upgrade phase.

The term, process assets, refers to all items created in Teamworks to define, implement, and analyze

your processes, such as Business Process Definitions (BPDs), Coaches, services, participant groups,

and reports.

2. Planning (days/weeks): Concurrently with the Analysis phase, plan the rest of the upgrade project

including the following steps:

• Implementing changes to Teamworks process assets

• Installing WebSphere Lombardi Edition
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• Migrating data to WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

3. Development Upgrade (weeks): Install WebSphere Lombardi Edition Process Center and import your

process assets. Fix any issues you encounter and test the fixes. You must upgrade all your process

assets at the same time. You cannot upgrade process assets incrementally.

4. Runtime Upgrade (days): For each runtime environment, follow these steps:

a. Install WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

b. Migrate in-flight process instances.

c. Test and fix processes in the new environment.

d. Decommission the Teamworks installation.

The following diagram illustrates the relative timing of each upgrade phase.

Even if you are not ready to upgrade to WebSphere Lombardi Edition right now, you can prepare for a future

upgrade by running Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check periodically and addressing any reported issues.
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Installing Lombardi Upgrade Readiness
Check
You can install Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check on a Teamworks Process Server without stopping or

restarting it.

Before you begin, ensure that the JAVA_HOME variable points to a valid Java installation. If your Process

Server is running on BEA WebLogic version 9.x, Java version 1.5 is required. To perform the installation,

follow these steps:

1. Extract UpgradeReadinessCheck.zip to a local directory.

2. If your Process Server is running on WebSphere Application Server, edit was.properties and specify

the following information before you run the installer:

• The name of the WebSphere Process Server profile on which Teamworks 6 is installed

• The SOAP port of the WAS server that is designated as the Teamworks 6 Process Server.

3. Run the installer:

• On Windows, type install.bat [Teamworks_home]

• On UNIX, type install.sh [Teamworks_home]

where [Teamworks_home] is the directory where the Teamworks product components are installed.
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Running Lombardi Upgrade Readiness
Check
Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check analyzes assets stored in the Teamworks library on the Process Server.

It looks for processes, BPDs, rules, interfaces, and data that could potentially cause problems when you

upgrade to WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

To run Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check, follow these steps:

1. Using a Web browser, go to http://[host_name]:[port]/UpgradeReadinessCheck, where

[host_name] identifies the host on which the Process Server is installed and [port] is the Process

Server's designated port.

2. Login as a Teamworks user who belongs either to the tw_authors or the tw_admins group.

When you log in, the tool automatically runs and displays a report.

To run the tool again, click Re-Run Analysis ( ) on the top right toolbar of the Web page.

Viewing a report
Here is a sample report page:

The report contains the following elements:

1. Toolbar: Click the icons to re-run the report, export a report, print a report, or logout.

2. View options: Click to choose the message types to display.

3. Category heading: All categories are expanded by default. To collapse a category, click its heading.

Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check uses the same categories as the Teamworks Authoring Environment

library:
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Types of assetsCategory

Calendars, organizational charts, and InfoPath usageProcesses

Browser scripts, Coach forms, Coach v1s, and InfoPath itemsUser interfaces

Send Alert v1s, Send Tasks, browser script steps, and API usageImplementations

Alert types, alert severities, custom statuses, global variables, and custom prioritiesData

Scoreboards and reportsPerformance

4. Item name and icon.

5. Folder path to the item. In the preceding sample report, the path to the item is Teamworks Upgrade
Analysis Tool:ver2.0/Items with New Implementation/Calendar usage/BPD.

6. Message regarding the item and, if applicable, the list of assets that use the potentially problematic

item.

Messages about library items can be any of the following types:

DescriptionMessage Type

Upgrading this item will result in a process that does not work as intended because the item

is modified, deprecated, or not available in WebSphere Lombardi Edition. Error messages

appear for definitions of problematic items.

Error

Upgrading this item might result in a process that does not work as intended because it uses

another item that is modified, deprecated, or not available in WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

Warning messages appear for uses of problematic items.

Warning

Upgrading this item is not expected to affect the behavior of the process, but testing is

recommended to ensure that the process works as intended. Info messages appear for

problematic items that are defined but unused.

Info (No identifying icon)

See Categories of upgrade issues for further information about the types of issues in each category.

Exporting a report
To export a Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check report in a standard XML format, follow these steps:

1.
Click Export ( ) on the top right toolbar of the Web page.

2. In the dialog box for opening or saving the report, click Save File. The default name of the file is based

on the current date and time: [YYYYMMDDHHMMSS]analysis.xml.

3. Click OK. The file is saved in the browser's default download location.

Printing a report
To print a Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check report, follow these steps:

1. Select the report view that you want to print:

• Show all

• Warnings and errors
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• Errors only.

2.
Click Print( ) on the top right toolbar of the Web page. A printer-friendly version of the Web page is

displayed and the browser's print dialog box opens.

If the print dialog box does not open, use the browser's print function to print the page, for example,

select File > Print.

3. Click Exit Print View to return to the report Web page.
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Categories of upgrade issues
The following tables list the categories of Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check messages by severity (error,

warning, or info).

Error conditions
The following conditions cause Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check to issue an error message in the report.

These items will not work properly if you perform an upgrade because they are modified, deprecated, or

not available in WebSphere Lombardi Edition. The table below identifies the possible error messages and

provides links to more information.

Where to find more informationCondition

Browser scriptA browser script step is defined in a service.

CalendarA Calendar is used in the definition of a role.

Check business ruleA check business rule is defined.

Coach Form and Coach v1A Coach Form is defined.

Coach Form and Coach v1A Coach v1 is defined.

Custom priorityAn item uses a custom priority.

Custom statusAn item uses a custom status.

Non-BPD task managementA global variable is linked in a BPD or service or used in JavaScript.

InfoPathAn item uses an InfoPath item.

Log variableAn item uses a log variable.

Non-BPD task managementLSW_TASK_CUSTOM is used in a service for querying.

Organization chartAn organization chart is used in participant groups or routing.

Non-BPD task managementA Send Alert v1 is defined.

Specific date/time UCAAn Undercover Agent (UCA) has a specific date and time trigger.

Warning conditions
The following conditions cause Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check to issue a warning message in the

report. These items use problematic constructs that are modified, deprecated, or not available in WebSphere

Lombardi Edition. The table below identifies the possible warning messages and provides links to more

information.

Where to find more informationCondition

Non-BPD task managementAn alert severity is used by another item.

Non-BPD task managementAn alert type is used by another item.

Browser scriptA browser script is used in a UI item.

CalendarA calendar is defined.

CalendarAn item uses a calendar.

Custom priorityA custom priority is defined and is used by other items.

Custom statusA custom status is defined and is used by other items.

Non-BPD task managementA global variable is used in data.

InfoPathAn InfoPath item is defined and is used by other items.
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Where to find more informationCondition

APIsAn internal API is referenced in a service implementation.

Organization chartAn organization chart is defined.

APIsA Java API is referenced in a service implementation.

Non-BPD task managementA Send Task is defined.

APIsSQL queries are made against Teamworks tables.

Non-BPD task managementA shared symbol table is used in service implementations.

APIsA Web API is referenced in a service implementation.

Visible in searchVisible in search is used on variables in BPDs.

Info conditions
The following conditions cause Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check to issue an info message in the report.

If you upgrade your process assets with these conditions present, be sure to test all BPDs and services

thoroughly to ensure that all implementations work as you expect. The table below identifies the possible

info messages and provides links to more information.

Where to find more informationMessage

Non-BPD task managementAn alert severity is defined but not used.

Non-BPD task managementAn alert type is defined but not used.

Browser scriptA browser script is defined but not used.

CalendarA calendar is defined but not used.

Custom priorityA custom priority is defined but not used.

Custom statusA custom status is defined but not used.

Non-BPD task managementA global variable is defined but not used.

InfoPathAn Infopath item is defined but not used.

Reports and scoreboardsA report is defined but is not used in any scoreboards or coaches.

Reports and scoreboardsA scoreboard is defined.

VersioningVersioning is used in the library.
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Handling upgrade issues
The following sections describe various types of items whose definition or use can cause Lombardi Upgrade

Readiness Check to issue an error, warning, or info message. In addition, suggestions are provided for

addressing these potential issues.

APIs
Implementations that use certain APIs may be affected by upgrading to WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

• The Teamworks Java APIs were deprecated in Teamworks and they are not supported in WebSphere

Lombardi Edition. They have been used primarily for modifying Process Portal or for implementing

alternative client applications. Custom client code that uses Teamworks Java APIs should be updated

to use WebSphere Lombardi Edition Web APIs instead. If Teamworks Java APIs are called from JavaScript

in service implementations, that code should be updated to use WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript

APIs.

• WebSphere Lombardi Edition Web APIs should not be used in service implementations. Use of these

APIs in services should be replaced with calls to WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript APIs. If you

have custom client code that uses Web APIs, review the current documentation carefully, as some

interfaces have changed.

• Use of internal Teamworks APIs is not supported and may not work after upgrading. Much of the

functionality for which some customers have used the internal Teamworks APIs is now provided by the

WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript APIs. Update code that uses internal Teamworks APIs to use

WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript APIs.

• SQL queries against Teamworks tables (whose names start with "LSW") may or may not work in

WebSphere Lombardi Edition, depending on the context. Queries against the process server database

for run time data are unlikely to be affected, but should be tested after upgrading. For queries that access

design-time data, for example the name of a BPD, code created for earlier Teamworks releases will not

work; new queries of this nature will be extremely difficult to write due to the built-in asset versioning

supported by WebSphere Lombardi Edition. Use WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript APIs rather

than a SQL query to access design-time data.

Make changes to API calls during the Development Upgrade phase, after you import process assets into

WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

Java code you use in service implementations should be contained in a JAR file that is managed as an

external file in a process application or toolkit, and accessed through a Java Integration Component. The

use of LiveConnect to access Java code from JavaScript code is not recommended.

For reference information, see Teamworks 7 JavaScript APIs on the Lombardi Support site at

http://wiki.lombardi.com/display/tw7/Teamworks+7+JavaScript+APIs. Teamworks JavaScript API information

is also correct for WebSphere Lombardi Edition JavaScript APIs.

Browser script
Browser scripts are components that contain JavaScript or VBScript programs. For example, you might use

a browser script to perform a mail-merge operation on a user's machine. Browser scripts are independent
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services, not associated with a Coach. If they use ActiveX controls, they work only in Microsoft Internet

Explorer.

When you upgrade process assets, each browser script step in a BPD is replaced with a placeholder activity

that does nothing. The placeholder identifies the location in the BPD where a browser script was replaced.

However, it is preferable to replace browser script steps yourself before upgrading process assets.

You should replace free-standing browser scripts with Coaches containing client-side JavaScript. This

requires that you translate any VBScript to JavaScript; the syntaxes of these two scripting languages are

different, but their capabilities are very similar, and JavaScript can also call ActiveX controls. You can create

a managed file containing the JavaScript, and then use that script from a Coach where previously you used

a browser script.

Calendar
In WebSphere Lombardi Edition, the functions previously provided by Teamworks calendars are now

provided by work schedules, which include options for time schedule, time zone, and holiday schedule.

Unlike calendars, work schedules are not associated with users or participant groups. Instead, they are

defined for specific processes (BPDs) and for activities within a process.

When you import process assets into WebSphere Lombardi Edition, each calendar is split into a corresponding

time schedule, time zone, and holiday schedule. However, this may result in more items than are actually

needed. For example, if your Teamworks process contains different calendars for four time zones in the

United States and six time zones in Canada, the upgraded assets will include ten time schedules and ten

holiday schedules. In this situation, you might need only one time schedule (Monday through Friday from

9 AM to 5 PM) and two holiday schedules (US and Canadian). If that is the case, you need to refactor to

remove the redundant items after you finish the import.

For activities that previously used a calendar, the time zones are replaced in the upgraded version with one

of the standard time zones, based on the time zone of the original calendar. You do not need to define time

zones.

After you refactor schedules in WebSphere Lombardi Edition, test the process assets to ensure that the

time-related items work as you expect. For more information, see Setting the Work Schedule for a BPD in

WebSphere Lombardi Edition Authoring Environment User Guide

If you currently use Calendars in role definitions, you need to provide additional logic to handle this scenario

without using a Calendar.

Time schedules and holiday schedules are run time objects. Therefore, you might need to use installation

services to define time schedules and holiday schedules on runtime servers. This should be done as you

deploy process apps from the Process Center to the runtime servers. For more information, see Building

installation services in WebSphere Lombardi Edition Authoring Environment User Guide.

Check business rule
Check business rules originate in processes that were modeled with much earlier releases of Teamworks.

Before upgrading process assets, you should replace them with an integration service that provides equivalent

functionality.
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Coach Form and Coach v1
Both Coach Forms and Coach v1s originate in BPDs that were modeled with earlier versions of Teamworks.

They must be replaced with Coaches created in the Coach Designer in theWebSphere Lombardi Edition

Authoring Environment. You can either do this in Teamworks before you upgrade process assets or in

WebSphere Lombardi Edition after you upgrade process assets.

Replacing Coaches in WebSphere Lombardi Edition is simpler than doing so in Teamworks, but it works

well only for BPDs with a small number of Coaches. When you upgrade process assets, each Coach form

and Coach v1 is replaced with an empty Coach. After you upgrade process assets, the Coaches that you

see in the BPD in WebSphere Lombardi Edition lack the content that they had in Teamworks. You must

replace the Coach contents manually, based on screen shots and other record-keeping information that

you saved from Teamworks. If you have a large numbers of Coaches, this process can be unwieldy and

time-consuming because it is difficult to keep track of which (new, empty) Coach corresponds to each

Coach in the older version and because you must manually recreate all the Coaches.

To replace Coaches in WebSphere Lombardi Edition, follow these steps:

1. Insert new Coaches into the Human service alongside the Coach Forms or the Coach v1s that they

are replacing.

2. Reroute the process flow so that new instances use the new Coaches, but old instances (using the

old Coaches) complete without disruption.

For example, the following image shows a diagram of a coach service that uses a Coach Form:

To make the modeling changes required for replacing a Coach Form or a Coach v1 in Teamworks, follow

these steps:

1. Using Coach Designer, add a new Coach to the coach service with the layout and functionality of the

old Coach.

When you create new Coaches in Teamworks, ensure that the replacement Coaches are not Coach

Forms or Coach v1s by disabling backward compatibility with Teamworks 4 Coach Components in

Teamworks Authoring Environment. See Enabling Backward Compatibility in Teamworks 6 Authoring

Environment User Guide for details on changing compatibility preferences. If backward compatibility is

disabled, old Coach components can exist in Teamworks, but cannot be created.

2. Create sequence lines for each button in the new Coach to each subsequent item of the old Coach.
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3. Reroute the sequence lines going into the old Coach so that they lead into the new Coach.

4. Replace the contents of the old Coach with a single OK button and a text message similar to the

following:

This Coach has been replaced. Click OK to view the current Coach.

5. Create an outgoing sequence line from the old Coach into the new Coach.

The following image shows the same coach service diagram after these changes have been made:

6. After all in-flight instances have moved their tokens beyond the old Coach, you can delete the old

Coach.

Custom priority
Unlike previous versions, WebSphere Lombardi Edition supports only standard priorities. When you import

Teamworks process assets into WebSphere Lombardi Edition, any custom priority codes (both definitions

and usages) are automatically replaced with the numerically-closest standard priority code. If this mapping

will not meet your needs, you should replace custom priorities with equivalent functionality before you

upgrade process assets. For example, you could use a business data search.

Custom status
Custom statuses originate in processes that were modeled with earlier versions of Teamworks that did not

include the Process Portal. Custom statuses were used to direct tasks into folders in the user's Task

Manager interface. In more recent versions of Teamworks, searches are used to accomplish the same goal.

However, in process assets that have been upgraded through multiple versions of Teamworks, the database

column for custom statuses may contain data, and may be used in queries.

If your processes make active use of custom statuses, you should replace them with equivalent functionality

before you upgrade assets. In more recent versions of Teamworks, the recommended modeling strategy

is to attach metadata to processes rather than to individual tasks. For example, combining business data

search for the process with a subject for the task may provide the same capabilities as a custom status.

You might be able to achieve similar results with custom tables and custom searches.
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InfoPath
WebSphere Lombardi Edition and WebSphere Lombardi Edition for Microsoft® Office Add-on do not support

InfoPath forms. To implement forms that can be completed offline, you can create an external activity that

provides the form interface and synchronizes the data with WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

Log variable
Log variables originate in processes that were modeled with much earlier releases of Teamworks. Before

upgrading, you should substitute equivalent functionality.

Non-BPD task management
Some items of concern originate in processes modeled with much earlier versions of Teamworks that did

not have business process diagrams. These items were used to send notifications and tasks to users, and

to communicate data between tasks. They are unlikely to be in active use in libraries being upgraded to

WebSphere Lombardi Edition, but may exist as historical artifacts in a database that has been previously

upgraded through multiple Teamworks versions.

If they are actively used in your processes, you should substitute equivalent functionality before you upgrade

assets, preferably using a business process diagram. The following table lists the items and their suggested

replacements:

Suggested replacementItem type

Send Alert service component, available in the palette in Lombardi Authoring

Environment.

Alert severity

Send Alert service component, available in the palette in Lombardi Authoring

Environment.

Alert type

Environment variable, Exposed Process Value (EPV), or custom database table,

depending on usage.

Global variable

Business data search.Reference to LSW_CUSTOM_TASK

table

Send Alert v1 • A Send Alert service component to notify users via Process Portal.

• An integration service to notify users via e-mail.

• Tracking points in a tracking group used in a report.

BPD with a participant group.Send Task

Refactor using only local variables.Shared symbol table

Organization chart
Organization charts are not supported in WebSphere Lombardi Edition. If they are included in your Teamworks

process assets, you should refactor the assets to substitute equivalent functionality before you upgrade

assets. For example, you can create nested participant groups that mimic the hierarchical structure of an

organization. If you used organization charts to define task routing, you might need to create a service that

implements that routing logic.
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Process help
In WebSphere Lombardi Edition, the process help wiki feature is no longer supported. However, you can

achieve a similar result by linking from Coaches to an enterprise wiki of your choice.

Reports and scoreboards
In Teamworks, access to reports and scoreboards is controlled by folder permissions defined in Teamworks

Authoring Environment. In WebSphere Lombardi Edition, access to these items is controlled using the

Exposed to field in the scoreboard definition. After upgrading process assets, be sure to verify that each

report you want to expose is included in a scoreboard, and that this field is set appropriately. You can then

specify the participant groups authorized to see each scoreboard. For more information, see Creating and

configuring reports in WebSphere Lombardi Edition Authoring Environment User Guide.

Specific date/time UCA
In earlier versions of Teamworks, you could create an Undercover Agent (UCA) that would trigger at a

specific date and time. This type of UCA is not supported in WebSphere Lombardi Edition. However, you

can implement equivalent functionality using a BPD that contains a timer event configured to trigger at a

specific date and time. Use JavaScript to obtain the date and time information you need to trigger the timer

event. If you need to make this change, do so before upgrading process assets.

Versioning
If you created multiple versions of process assets in Teamworks, these items were stored internally with

autogenerated unique names, which were displayed as version identifiers in Teamworks Authoring

Environment. When you upgrade these process assets, they are displayed using their previously-internal

names.

Use either of the following strategies to handle versioned items that have been imported from Teamworks

to WebSphere Lombardi Edition:

• Continue working with the versioned items as they appear when imported.

• Create a workspace for each version of the process.

The first strategy requires the least effort during the development upgrade phase, while the second strategy

maybe helpful for ongoing development after the upgrade project is complete.

Do not rename versioned items before upgrading process assets because names are significant in

Teamworks. However, you can rename items in WebSphere Lombardi Edition after you upgrade process

assets and move them into different workspaces. Names need only be unique for items of the same type

within the workspace for the process app.

Some types of items were not versioned in Teamworks, specifically variable types and tracking groups.

Versioned process assets can share these unversioned items in WebSphere Lombardi Edition only if the

versioned assets are located in the same process app workspace.

Therefore, different versions of other process assets can share these items in WebSphere Lombardi Edition

only if the different versions remain in the same process app (even if they are in separate workspaces).

To create workspaces for versioned process assets in WebSphere Lombardi Edition, follow these steps:
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1. Import process assets into WebSphere Lombardi Edition.

2. Move items that are shared by multiple processes or versions into one or more toolkits.

3. Create a workspace for each process version that was defined in Teamworks.

4. In each workspace, delete process assets that do not correspond to the version that the workspace

represents, leaving only the items appropriate for that version.

5. Take a snapshot of each workspace before deploying it.

Visible in search
In WebSphere Lombardi Edition, the BPD property, Visible in search, is replaced with an equivalent property,

Available in search. To retain the same functionality after you upgrade, you must manually enable any

Available in search properties for BPD variables that had Visible in search enabled. The new property

works like the old one. However, you should perform appropriate testing after you upgrade process assets

to ensure that portal searches still work as you expect.
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Removing Lombardi UpgradeReadiness
Check
To remove Lombardi Upgrade Readiness Check, see the instructions for removing applications in the product

documentation for your application server.
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Notices and Trademarks
Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the

products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM

representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any reference

to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program,

or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any

IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and

verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document.

The furnishing of this documentation does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license

inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual

Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM World Trade Asia Corporation

Licensing

2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku

Tokyo 106-0032, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country where such provisions

are inconsistent with local law:

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions,

therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made

to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may

make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication

at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in

any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part

of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without

incurring any obligation to you.
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Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (I) the exchange

of information between independently created programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii)

the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact:

Intellectual Property Dept. for WebSphere Software

IBM Corporation

3600 Steeles Ave. East

Markham, Ontario

Canada L3R 9Z7

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,

payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided by

IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or any

equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the results

obtained in other operating environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may have been

made on development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same

on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been estimated through

extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should verify the applicable data for their

specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their published

announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm

the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on

the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice,

and represent goals and objectives only.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate them

as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and products.

All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business

enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming

techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs

in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing

application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for

which the sample programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all

conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must include a copyright notice

as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs.
© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.
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Trademarks and service marks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines

Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. If these and other IBM trademarked terms are

marked on their first occurrence in this information with a trademark symbol (® or ™), these symbols

indicate U.S. registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this information was published.

Such trademarks may also be registered or common law trademarks in other countries. A current list of

IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and trademark information” at

http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both.

Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or

both.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United

States, other countries, or both.

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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